


A word about pepper spray effectiveness:
As you know, there are many self-defense sprays on the market today.  Pick up a few packages, and you will see 
that their effectiveness is advertised and presented in a few different ways.  Of course, common sense tells us that 
what really matters most is “how hot is the spray that hits the attacker?”  In marketing the effectiveness of their 
pepper spray products, some manufacturers stress the amount of OC (Oleoresin Capsicum--shown as a percentage) 
in their spray.  Others stress the SHU (Scoville Heat Unit) value of the OC contained within the spray, or they 
use a combination of the two.  Security Plus believes that neither method is a true and accurate measurement of 
effectiveness.  This is why:

The OC percentage is, simply put, the percentage of OC contained within the defense sprays formulation.  A spray 
that advertises a “10% OC” content simply contains 10% OC (active ingredient), and 90% inactive ingredients.  What 
this percentage does not tell you, however, is the potency, or “hotness,” of the OC AFTER it is blended with its 
inactive ingredients.

Stressing the SHU value, or “potency,” of the OC is another measure used by manufacturers.  This value is simply 
the strength of the OC before it is diluted in the remainder of the solution.  Sure, the OC in a spray may come from 
peppers with a 2,000,000 SHU value, but what percentage of the final formula actually contains OC?

Bottom Line?  Neither the OC percentage nor the SHU rating are accurate measurements of the strength of the 
formula inside a can of pepper spray!  Simple math would tell you that a 10% OC formula manufactured from a 
2,000,000 SHU strength OC should  yield a spray with a 200,000 SHU, right?  Unfortunately, chemistry is not that 
simple of a science!  While advertising the simple math is not necessarily an outright lie, it is very misleading.

The only true and accurate way to measure a spray’s potency is to measure it AFTER  it leaves the nozzle.  

This is why Security Plus® had other sprays independently tested and rated on how they perform when they leave 
the can, not on what the base formulation is before it is blended with other ingredients.  That is why Security Plus® 
advertises the actual “Nozzle SHU” of their defense spray:  the strength of the spray after it leaves the nozzle.  They 
also had an independent lab test the formulas of the competing sprays.  Compared with what these other brands 
advertise, the results are surprising!  Only Security Plus guarantees the strength of the spray when it leaves the can!

Security Plus® is the ONLY company that fully guarantees its OC spray heat rating.  Security Plus® realized that the 
safety of their friends and family were at stake with their products.  That is why they developed a line of new defense 
spray formulations that you, your friends and your family could depend on at any time.  Security Plus® is so confident 
of the effectiveness of their spray formulas, that they actually guarantee it, 100%.  

Here are a couple of examples:  

The Security Plus® 15% formulation, is now called Model 18:  Guaranteed at least 180k nozzle SHU’s.
The Security Plus® 10% formulation, is now called Model 12:  Guaranteed at least 140k nozzle SHU’s.

Compare Security Plus® Brand Nozzle SHU’s with the competition! 

We believe that an educated consumer is a wise consumer.  What to buy for your personal  
self-defense, and that of your loved ones, is an important decision.  We want to help you make it a wise one.  

Security Plus Brand®– Professional Grade Products for Commercial and Personal Use.

Quality & Effectiveness of Your
OC (Pepper Spray) 

VS.
 
Quality & Effectiveness Claimed
 
90% of pepper sprays on the
market claim an unrealistic, false
and/or unsubstantiated “true”
heat rating.
 
The math you use for this is really
very simple. If the OC spray claims
10%, then you multiply the SHU
rating by 10% and that will tell
you what you should get out of
the nozzle, or business end, of
your pepper spray. 

It looks like this.
If the product label claims:
 
15% OC at 2 million scoville heat
units (SHU), you multiply the
claimed SHU by the claimed
percentage of OC.
 
i.e.:
2,000,000 SHU
X 15% (or .15)
= 300,000 “true” SHU
 
or
 
5,300,000 SHU
X 5% (or .05)
= 265,000 “true” SHU
 
Use the same formula for ANY
OC spray that claims an OC %
and an SHU. Then compare it
to our Tru-Temp Index Chart.
 
What you will discover is that
MOST OC sprays don’t even
come close to thier claimed heat 
rating.
 
Are you getting what you
paid for?
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All samples tested January 2005 using protocol of AOAC procedure 995.03.  Copies of all lab reports are on file for verification.  Content is copyrighted 2005 by Security Plus®.
** Product is featured in this catalog and is the ONLY product available on the market with a guaranteed heat rating! 

Total
capsaicinoids

+/- .01%

Percentage of total
SHU in relation to benchmark;
HEATWAVE Model 18

Are you getting what you pay for?

As you can see,  not all pepper sprays are created equal.  This is 
why Security Plus Brand sprays give you a guarantee!

The Safety and Security Products Catalog would like to extend as a courtesy a special thank you to Mark Meyer and 
his staff at Meyer Photography for helping to create our finest catalog images to date.  For information on the services 
they provide please send an inquiry to Meyer Photography, P.O. Box 4848, Spokane, WA 99220.  Meyer Photography is 
responsible for an overwhelming majority of product images in this catalog.  

**HeatwaveTM Model 18
Spit Fire®  10% 
OC-10® 10%
**Heatwave ModelTM 12
Smith & Wesson® 15%
Punch II® 5%
Pepper ShotTM 10%
Pepper ShieldTM 15%
WildFireTM 17% 
Pepper Gard®

Key Defender® 10%
Sabre® 
EliminatorTM 15% 
MK-3® 10%
Freeze +PTM 10%

Pepper Spray! #1 Self Defense Product Worldwide

Add a key release to your key chain pepper spray.
Specify red, burgundy, black or blue.   #KEYREL  $1.25

Pepper spray pager will surprise any 
attacker with a double-shot of spray! 
Hardly noticeable, this device has “quick draw” action that can disable an 
attacker up to 12 feet away.  The Pepper Pager emits 10 –12 one second 
bursts of crippling spray.  More than enough to render multiple attackers 
helpless while you escape.  Pager contains dual canisters of 10% pepper 
spray.  Made in U.S.A. 
     Pepper Pager   #PP     $19.95

It looks like an ordinary pen but instead of 
ink, it contains a potentially life  
saving pepper spray.
One shot from the pen effectively stops attackers in their tracks.  It has a 
convenient clip-on feature that can be attached to any article of clothing, making 
it immediately accessible in any threatening situation. You’ll have fingertip 
protection when you have this revolutionary personal defense pen with you.  
Made in U.S.A.  
Fountain Pen Sprayer        #PSFP    $12.95

Imagine your house or car key chain doubling as  
your personal protector. 

This stylish and colorful key chain serves as a reliable deterrent against 
attackers.  It delivers a powerful stream of OC pepper spray that 
instantly constricts breathing and causes temporary blindness.  It renders 

an assailant helpless.  Guaranteed heat rating.  Leatherette holster,  7 
assorted colors: burgundy, lt. blue, tan, black,  green, red and blue. 

#PSK5-18 $14.95 * 
#PSK5-12 $12.95 ** Colors

Our key chain 
spray packs powerful 

protection in a stylish, yet 
durable, molded holster.

Your personal protector now in a stylish molded 
holster with belt clip.  Hold it in your  

hand or clip it to your belt or purse, and you’ll  
always have ready access to this powerful protector.  

Guaranteed heat rating.  Includes key ring with key  
release and comes in 4 colors: black, blue, red and green.   

 
1/2 oz. Molded Key Chain Sprayer 

#PSK5M-18    $14.95   *                 

#PSK5M-12    $12.95 **   

Colors

* Guaranteed to be at least 180,000 SHU  ** Guaranteed to be at least 140,000 SHU 
Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state restrictions.   
If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows. 3
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7oz. Size    #PS7      $29.95    
Holster       #HOL7   $8.50  
9oz. Size    #PS9      $34.95    
Holster       #HOL9   $9.50

The ultimate 
defense system 
against attackers, 
muggers and 
other wild attacks.
Our new “BIG SHOT” Pepper 
Spray uses the same formulation 
that police use, and has unbeatable 
stopping power.  This is one of the 
most reliable and high performance 
products available.  The nozzle 
used produces up to ten times the 
velocity compared to other sprays.  
Ideal for people looking to get the 
maximum amount of security from 
OC spray.  Suitable for outdoor 
use.  Made in U.S.A.   Only 
available in 180,000 Scoville Heat 
Units*.  Guaranteed heat rating. 
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20 Foot 

Range

7 oz. 9 oz. 

PS2-18 shown

Holster  
with belt clip

#HOL4   $6.95

PS4-12 shown

Our 10% Pepper Spray Combo Pak has  
you covered!
This Pepper Spray Combo Pak includes a key chain spray in leatherette holster, 4oz. 
home/office spray and a bonus key release.  Whether you are at home or on the go, you 
can always have your trusted pepper spray by your side.  Guaranteed heat rating. 
  Pepper Spray Combo   
  #PSCOMBO-18  $32.95 * 

  #PSCOMBO-12  $28.95 **

 
* Guaranteed to be at least 180,000 SHU  ** Guaranteed to be at least 140,000 SHU
Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state restrictions.  If your state has 
restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

Holster  
with belt clip 

#HOL2  $5.95

Nylon Holster  
with belt loop   

#HOL4N   $6.95

This unit has a wide-angle 
spray and a 12-foot range 
that will disable multiple 
attackers.
It is also highly effective against lone assailants because it 
eliminates the need to aim with pinpoint accuracy.  You’ll 
get instant, surefire results in any threatening situation.  
A push of a button is all that is needed to get assailants 
fleeing the scene.  This unit is one of our most popular 
items.  It’s a superb crime deterrent no person or family 
should be without.  Guaranteed heat rating.   
Made in U.S.A.   

Fogger unit
#PSFOGFT-18     $22.95 * 

#PSFOGFT-12  $19.95 **
PSFOGFT-12 shown

This Police/Home unit is the perfect defense against attackers or 
intruders at home, place of business or on the road. 

Easy to conceal on your person or can be purchased with a belt clip holster.  At the touch of a finger, it 
delivers a potent pepper spray that stops attackers cold.  It’s your insurance policy against unexpected  
or unforeseen dangers, anytime - anywhere.  Guaranteed heat rating.
2 oz. Police/Home unit
#PS2-18   $18.95 *       
#PS2-12   $15.95 **

       Double the  
          amount of 

protective pepper      
      spray for only a  

    few bucks extra. 
Four full ounces arms you with added 

protection that lasts through multiple uses.  This unit delivers a 
spray that has a 12 to 15 foot range. You can stop assailants long 
before they get near enough to cause you harm.  Ideal for law 
enforcement personnel, mail carriers, meter readers, etc.  You’ll 
always have peace of mind when you have this fast acting, highly 
effective safeguard available.  Guaranteed heat rating.  Made in U.S.A.  
   4 oz. Police/Home unit
                          #PS4-18   $20.95 *      
                     #PS4-12    $17.95 **



El Capitan PEAK 
Maximum protection for you and your family in 
virtually any threatening situation.  This complete 
survival kit is the ultimate safeguard against 
attackers or intruders.  You get (2) key chain 
pepper sprayers, (1) heavy duty fogger to ward 
off multiple attackers, (1) LED personal alarm,  
(1) 100,000 volt stun device and (1) 500,000 
Volt Mini Stun Baton that shocks an assailant 
senseless.  You’ll never have undue worry about 
your personal safety or theft of possessions when 
you own this multi-function protection kit.    
Includes a FREE first aid kit.*  
#CAPITAN  $169.95  (save over $23)

Pikes PEAK
Two key chains containing a potent but non-lethal 
pepper spray that stops attackers in their tracks.  
The press of a button gives you instant protection 
while you escape or get help.  Pikes PEAK also 
includes our disabling home fogger unit of pepper 
spray that you can keep on your night stand or 
in your automobile.  You’ll have peace of mind, 
whether at home or on the road. New low price 
makes this offer an exceptional value!   
Includes a FREE first aid kit.*  
#PIKES  $39.45   (save over $7)

Personal Emergency Action Kits (PEAK’s) are combinations of 
our most popular selling products.  PEAK’s were created as complete 
safety solutions based on customer requests.  There are different levels 
of PEAK’s based on individual needs, so you can choose the PEAK that is 
right for you!  A PEAK gives you everything necessary to protect yourself 
and your loved ones.  PEAK’s also make great gifts!
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Our Most

Popular!

Save 15%

Best Value!

Purse 
Protector
Includes the bare 
essentials for 
your purse.  A key 

chain pepper spray and a 100,000 
volt stun gun for dual protection.  
The key chain unit contains a potent 
but non lethal pepper spray that 
stops attackers in their tracks.  The 
press of a button gives you instant 
protection while you escape or get 
help.  You’ll also get a powerful 
100,000 volt stun device that renders 
attackers helpless.  It discharges a 
disabling shock, yet does not cause 
permanent harm or injury.   
Includes a FREE first aid kit.*
#PURSE  $46.95 (save over $5) 

McKinley PEAK
This standout package of Security Plus® 
products gives you and your family full and 
fast protection against muggers, robbers 
and rapists.  You get all the security devices 
in the “Pikes PEAK” offer PLUS a potent 
100,000 volt stun device that renders attackers 
helpless.  It discharges a disabling shock, yet 
does not cause permanent harm or injury.  
Also included is a LED personal alarm, which 
gives you excellent added personal protection.   
Includes a FREE first aid kit.*   
#MCKINLEY  $89.95     (save over $13)  

Some of the products on this page may have state restrictions.  See page 31.

*To help you be more prepared
for some of life’s emergencies, we’ve 

included a 
FREE First Aid Kit 

with every PEAK.  

 
 

Contents listed on page 27



A stun device is a legal (check your states regulations) electrical device that 
puts out a high voltage shock!  By merely touching a person with the device, the 
attacker is potentially immobilized for up to several minutes with no permanent 
damage.  The energy stored in this electronically controlled stun device is dumped 
into the attacker’s muscles at a pulse frequency rate that tells the muscles to 
do a great deal of work rapidly.  This rapid work cycle instantly depletes the 
attacker’s blood sugar by converting it to lactic acid, similar to the feeling one 
gets after a hard workout at the gym.  In short, the attacker is unable to produce 
energy for his muscles, and his body becomes unable to function properly.  The 
stun device does not rely on high amperage or pain for results.  It is designed 
to key into the nervous system.  It interrupts the tiny neurological impulses that 
travel through the whole body to control and direct voluntary muscle movement. 
When an attacker’s neuromuscular system is overwhelmed and controlled by the 
stun device, instant disorientation and loss of balance occur.  Should the assailant 
be touching you, the current will NOT pass to your body!
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Security Plus®... Setting the Industry Standard

This compact 500,000 volt baton  
delivers powerful self defense. 

It renders them incapable of carrying out an attack.  One 
jolt and they quickly become dazed and disoriented.  

In addition, they lose muscular control for several 
minutes.  It’s a powerful defense weapon yet is non 

lethal and causes no permanent damage.  It’s the 
perfect combination of power and lightweight 

convenience.  Uses two 9 volt batteries  
(sold separately).  Batteries on page 30. 

Size 11” x 1-1/2”
500,000 Volt Mini Stun Baton 

#SB500M $79.95 ***     

Cell Phone  
Stun Gun  
page 24

Holster: For SB300 
Velcro closure and integrated belt loop.  
#HOLSB3    $7.95 

*** Security Plus recommends using ONLY Duracell or Energizer batteries with their stun devices.  Change batteries every 9 months to 1 year, more 
often if you live in a cold climate.  Test your stun device once a month to ensure proper function.
Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state restrictions.  If your state has 
restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

Holster: For SB500M 
Snap closure and integrated 
belt loop. Durable nylon.      
#HOLSB5M   $7.95 This stylish looking baton 

packs the power of a 
lightening rod.  

It’s the perfect companion when you’re 
out for a walk or stroll.  Two electrode strips 

in each side of the baton deliver an instant, 
effective transfer of 300,000 volts to any 
menacing person.  A little tap on the hand, 
arm or body of an assailant delivers the knockout 
punch of a heavyweight fighter.  Uses two 9 volt 
batteries (sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.  
Size 18” x 1-3/4”  
300,000 Volt Stun Baton    #SB300     $74.95 ***



Holsters:  
Snap closure and integrated belt loop.  
Durable nylon.      $7.95

 
#HOLSG1S    100,000 Straight
#HOLSG3S    300,000/500,000 Straight
#HOLSG1C    100,000 Curved
#HOLSG3C    300,000/500,000 Curved 7

Straight model shown

This small, 
compact stun 

device delivers 
100,000 volts of 
stupefying energy.  
More than enough to knock an assailant 

off balance and senseless. The handle is 
contoured to fit perfectly in your hand so 

you can keep control at all times. It can be 
retrieved quickly from your purse or pocket.  

It is non-lethal and causes no lasting, harmful 
effects.  Uses one 9 volt battery (sold 

separately).  Batteries on page 30.  
Size:  4-3/4” x 2-1/4” x 7/8” 

 (straight version) 
100,000 Volt Stun Device 

  #SG100S (straight) $29.95 ***
     #SG100C  (curved) $29.95 *** 

Stop and drop any attacker, no matter how big.                 
   A whopping 500,000 volts of bone-jarring electricity that literally 

knocks assailants to the ground. You’ll get maximum protection that is 
guaranteed safe. The 500,000 volt device works on two 9 volt batteries 

(sold separately). Batteries on page 30.  You’ll feel totally safe carrying 
this Security Plus Stun Device with you.  Size:  7-1/4” x 2-1/3” x 1” 

(straight version)
500,000 Volt Stun Device 

#SG500S (straight) $69.95 *** 
#SG500C (curved)  $69.95 *** 

Holsters, bottom right of page Curved model shown

Holsters, bottom right of page

*** Security Plus recommends using ONLY Duracell or Energizer batteries with their stun     
      devices.  Change batteries every 9 months to 1 year, more often if you live in a cold  
      climate.  Test your stun device once a month to ensure proper function.

Nicknamed the “Big 
Kahuna”, this device is 
highly effective against 

personal attacks. 
        One touch of the 300,000 volts and the attacker immediately 

drops to their knees, dazed and disoriented.  You’ll have ample 
time to escape or get help.  If you want peace of mind, make 

this product your constant companion.  It’s convenient, safe and 
highly effective protection.   

Uses two 9 volt batteries (sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.   
Size:  7-1/4” x 2-1/3” x 1” (straight version) 

300,000 Volt  Stun Device 
#SG300S  (straight) $49.95 *** 
#SG300C  (curved)  $49.95 ***

Holsters, bottom right of page

SG65 Mini Stun Gun  
page 30.
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Stay awake while driving with  
the Doze Alarm. 

Connect this doze attachment to your Personal 
Alarm, Protect-It Alarm or L.E.D. Alarm 
and place the ergonomically designed 
earpiece around the backside of your ear.  
If you start to fall asleep and your head 
nods forward or to the side the alarm will 
be activated.  The alarm’s siren stops 
when your head is upright again.   
Doze Accessory       #DOZE  $7.95

Add versatility to your Personal Alarm, LED Alarm and Protect-It Alarm.

Personal Alarms Are a Great First Line of Defense
The Protect-It Alarm   
protects  your  
personal valuables.  
It’s a scientifically designed motion 
detection device.  Just attach it to any 
item (e.g. bicycles, motorcycles, 
camera bags, luggage, golf clubs, 
etc.) and it alerts you if your property 
is moved or jarred.  It’s easy and 
simple to use and disarm.  Just 
program in your personalized four 
digit pin number.  It also has a built 
in delay feature.  It can be mounted 
or clipped on to your valuables.  
Can also be used as a burglar alarm 
by mounting it to the back of a door.  
When an intruder tries to enter, the 
motion sensor will activate a 130 
dB alarm.  It’s truly state-of-the-
art protection for your priceless 
possessions.  Includes a belt 
clip, mounting bracket, anad mounting 
strap.  Uses three AAA batteries (sold separately).  
Batteries on page 30.  Size 4-1/4” x 2-1/4” x 1”  
Protect-It Alarm          #PIA  $26.95

Key Chain Alarm with Light
Our key chain alarm is small, 
compact, and easy to carry 
anywhere.  Should you need to 
thwart an attacker, or draw attention 
to yourself if attacked, just press the panic 
button and the key chain alarm will emit 
an ear piercing, 118 decibel scream that 
is guaranteed to attract attention!  The 
alarm has two functioning modes: 1) By 
slightly pressing the alarm button, you can 
sound a warning chirp; 2) Depress the button 
completely, and you will sound the continuous 
118 dB alarm.  The key chain also has a built in 
light to aid in finding the keyhole on your car 

or entry door in the dark.  Battery included.  
Size: 2 1/2” x 1 1/4” x ½”.   
   Key Chain Alarm       
   #PAK    $12.95

The Personal 
L.E.D. Alarm  

combines a 
loud 130 dB alarm 
with a flashing 
safety light.
It emits a 130 dB siren and 
flashes a bright red LED strobe 
light to ward off attackers and 
signal for help.   The light and 
siren are both activated by 
removing the pull-cord pin.  
Flashing safety strobe can also 
be separately turned on and used 

as a safety light while walking, 
jogging or biking.  Uses one 9 volt 

battery (sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.  
Size 3-1/4” x 2-1/4” x 3/4”.   

 
   LED Alarm   #LEDA   $16.95

Safeguard any door with the 
Personal Alarm Door Clip Accessory.
Easily insert this clip between the door 
and the jam (on the latch side) until the 
contacts touch.  If someone or something 
opens the door the contacts separate 
and the alarm sounds.  Very light 
weight and convenient.  Perfect 
for the traveler.   
Door Clip Accessory   
  #DOORCLIP  $3.95

This Personal Alarm is designed to clip 
to a belt, purse or even pants.   

It is lightweight and 
convenient enough to 
go everywhere you 
go!  A 120 decibel 
screaming alarm is 
triggered when the pin 
is pulled.  A reliable 
tool for obtaining 

assistance when needed. 
Uses one 9 volt battery 

(sold separately).  
Batteries on page 
30.  Size 2-3/4” x 

2-1/2” x 3/4”.     
 Personal Alarm   #PA  $16.95



Our wireless 
motion sensor 
is completely 
portable, and 
ready to guard 
any area you 
choose.
It monitors the surroundings 
and announces visitors by 
creating an unseen barrier 
that’s almost impossible to 
penetrate without setting off the 
alarm!  Simply mount the unit on 
a table or wall so it focuses on the 
detection area.  When the Sensor Guard is 
in the monitoring position, any detected motion will activate  
a pleasant ding-dong chime.  When switched to the alarm 
setting, any detected motion will sound an 80 dB alarm.  Sensor 
has a 26-foot (8 meter) range.  Includes wall/ceiling mount plate 
with bracket.  Easy to use, no wiring required, battery operated, 
uses three AA alkaline batteries (sold separately).  Batteries on 
page 30.  Size: 2 3/4” x 1-1/2” x 4-1/2”        
Sensor Guard Mini Alert      #SGMA    $24.95

The 2-in-1 says “Don’t 
touch me” to a 
potential intruder 
with a ear-splitting 
warning! 
Ever vigilant protection for your 
home and person.  The first 
thing a home intruder touches 
is your door knob.  When they 
do, this unique home alarm 
system instantly sends out an ear-
splitting siren that will have the 
intruder headed for the nearest 
escape route.  It works on all 
non-metal doors containing a 
metal door knob.  This versatile 
instrument can also be used as 
a personal emergency alarm by pulling out the pin attached to the 
metal chain.  It’s superb convertible protection.  Uses one 9 volt battery 
(sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.      
2 in 1 Alarm  #PA2IN1   $14.95

The perfect portable 
sentry for your home has 
unlimited possibilities!
This great new product will alert you if a car 
or person passes by the transmitter.  Simply 
place the transmitter near the entrance to your 
driveway and any anything passing by the 
transmitter will cause the receiver to sound 
a pleasant alert.  The Driveway Patrol has a 

whopping 400-foot range and is battery 
operated, making it easily portable, allowing 
you to use it to “guard” almost anything 
you can imagine.  Businesses owners can 
monitor a back entrance to their store.  
Parents can monitor their home for children 
that may sneak out at night!   Requires 
one 9-volt and three “C” size batteries, not 
included.  Batteries on page 30.
Driveway Patrol     #DP   $29.98

This is not your average door stop... our Door Stop 
Alarm has a surprise for a potential intruder! 
The Door Stop Alarm is designed in the shape of a 6” long door wedge.  Simply place 
it behind any door.  When the door is opened it will jam the door and at the same time 
gives off a loud, shrill, pulsating alarm.  It is designed to scare away intruders instantly.  
This is a completely self-contained, easy to carry and easy to test unit.  Providing 
great protection for home, office or motel when traveling.  118 dB alarm, anti-
slide sole plate, uses one 9 volt battery (sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.   
Size: 6” x  2” x  2-1/4”  Door Stop Alarm      #SDS   $17.95
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Protect 
your 
sliding 
glass 
doors  

and windows!  
The Block-N-Alarm securely 

fastens to the framework of 
your windows and sliding glass 
patio doors.  If a thief attempts 

to gain entry, the Block-N-Alarm will prevent the 
door or window from opening and sound a 120dB 
alarm at the same time.  A great idea if you like to 
leave your windows cracked on those hot August 
nights.  The alarm is very user friendly, portable, 
and installs in seconds.  Batteries included.
Block-N-Alarm     #DWSA   $16.95



h.

Firing probes

M18 Advanced Taser  
Includes - Taser Gun, 2 air cartridges, practice target, 
instructional manual with CD Rom and decal kit.
M18 Advanced Taser    
 #AT44002   $399.95

 
M18-L Advanced Taser  
Includes -Taser Gun with integrated laser sight, 4 air 
cartridges, practice target, instructional manual,  
CD Rom and decal kit.  
M18-L  Advanced Taser with laser sight   
 #AT44001   $599.95
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Taser Accessories:

f.

g.

a.
b.

TASER®... The Ultimate in Non-Lethal Defense
Over 2700 Police Departments are using the Advanced Taser!  Over 100,00 have volunteered 
with no long term effects.  The Electro Muscular Disruption (EMD) technology of the Advanced Taser is 
the ultimate in non-lethal defense.  The device uses energy pulses to disrupt and completely override the 
central nervous system, thus allowing direct control over the skeletal muscles.  Compressed air launches 
two penetrating probes up to 15 feet to deliver a powerful knockdown punch.   Once attached to the 
target, the probes use sophisticated electronic signals called T-wavesTM to jam the nervous system of an 
assailant, causing rapid muscle contractions and stopping him in his tracks.  No stray bullets, no deadly 
accidents - even mistakes are not fatal.  It’s the intelligent choice for self defense!  The Advanced Taser is 
99.99% effective on those who are under the influence of drugs and alcohol.  The ADVANCED TASER is 
specifically designed to stop even the most aggressive and focused combatants.  Safe – Effective – Non-
lethal.  The ultimate in self defense!  The AIR TASER® can be carried on your person or in your car without 
special permits in most states (check local laws).  

c.

e.d.

a. Replacement Air Cartridges:  
For use on all Tasers.  Includes 2 air cartridges. 
     #AT34220     $59.95 
b. Blade Tech:  
Tek Lok Holster for Advanced Taser. 
     #AT44854               $84.95  
c. Battery Charger Kit:  
Includes 8 NiMH rechargeable batteries, the charge  
unit & battery tray.   
      #AT44705  $99.95 
d. Blade Tech:  
Tek Lok Holster w/thumb lock  
for the Advanced Taser. 
      #AT44855               $99.95 
e.  Secondary Cartridge Clip:  
Holds a spare cartridge on your Taser for instant  
ready access.
     #AT44861  $29.95

f.  Nylon Waist Pack:  
Perfect for concealment for Advanced Taser.   
Waist pack will hold your Advanced Taser and  
(2) Air Cartridges.  
     #AT44840   $54.95

g. Air Cartridge Holster - Canvas:  
Convenient, durable and affordable - holds 2 cartridges.
     #AT34880  $19.95 

h. Thigh Holster:  
Primarily intended for law enforcement, but also 
practical for security guards and prison guards.    
Ballistic nylon.
     #AT44830   $49.95  

Does not include cartridge

Does not include cartridges

Shown with decal kit

Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state restrictions.   
If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.
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If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.
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Actual Size

Recognized by the TSA

Security Window 
Red: Lock has been opened 
Green: Lock has not been opened

NEW 

ITEM      

 Don’t fall 
asleep on  
a long drive 
and become  

a statistic!  
Dozing off at the wheel causes countless 
injuries and deaths on the road.  When you 
drive fatigued, sleep comes on imperceptibly.  
Before your regain full consciousness, it’s 
often too late to make driving corrections.  This 
amazing lightweight device attaches to your 
ear and instantly alerts you when you start 
nodding off.  It emits a pleasant awakening (not 
startling) signal that warns you of your current 
situation.  It’s an absolute necessity when you 
are doing long, monotonous driving.   

Nap Zapper #NapZap $16.95

Actual Size Counterfeit Detector Pen
Counterfeiters produce millions of 
dollars worth of fake currency every year, 
subsequently costing businesses millions 
when they try to deposit them in their bank 
accounts.  The paper (actually a fabric) used 
in most currency cannot be replicated or 
reproduced, even by the best counterfeiters.  
Our counterfeit detection pen contains a 
specially formulated chemical that tests 
the material used to make the currency in 
question.  Simply mark the bill anywhere, 
and the mark will instantly change color.  
If the mark stays clear or a slight yellow 
discoloration, the bill is genuine.  If the mark 
turns black or brown, the bill is a counterfeit!  
The mark on genuine currency will disappear 
within 24-48 hours; therefore you are not 
illegally defacing the bill.  The pen works on 
most major currencies in circulation, with the 
exception of Canadian currency.  

  #CPB    $6.95
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Pen & Letter Opener 
These combination pen/letter openers eliminate the need for having a 
separate letter opener laying around.  They can also be carried in 
your purse, providing an extra self-defense weapon should the 
need arise.  They come in black, bright gold, and shiny 
silver, making them an elegant addition to your desktop. 
    #PL $7.95

Great new colors make your bags easy to identify.  
SearchAlertTM Classic luggage locks are airport security compliant, tamper-proof, inexpensive, and prevent 
luggage theft and the introduction of contraband.  The SearchAlertTM luggage lock can only be opened using your 
own combination or the master keys that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has. Therefore the TSA 
would not need to cut your lock, should they pick your luggage for a “random search.”  The SearchAlertTM lock has 
a unique window that changes color from green to red when the TSA override device is used to open the lock, or 
when an unauthorized person has opened the lock using a counterfeit opening device.  Usually the SearchAlertTM 
TSA locks are not opened, so if the window on your lock is still green at the baggage claim, you leave the airport 
with peace of mind!  If your SearchAlertTM TSA lock is opened, the window will be red, you can immediately take 
inventory of the contents and file a claim with the TSA.  The lock then may be reset for future use. 
#TSALOCK    $10.95     2 for $18.95     3 for $27.95  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Colors: (Please specify) Black, Pewter, Bright Nickel, Brass Plated, Sunshine Yellow,  
Construction Orange, Hot Pink, Lime Green, Cobalt Blue, Purple Grape and Fire Engine Red.



PepperGard® 
Pocket Model
Easy aim finger-grip feature 
makes this model ideal for 
emergency use.  Compact 
unit fits comfortably in a 
woman’s hand.  Features 
flip-top safety cap, and key 
chain.  11 gram stream unit 
sprays 6-12 feet.  Contains 
5, one second bursts.
PepperGard Pocket
#M80171   $14.95

 

Jogger Unit

This convenient Jogger Model 
is designed with a velcro-like 
strap to fit snugly around 
your hand.  Great for runners 
and walkers.  It relies on a 
powerful pepper formula that, 
upon direct contact with an 
assailant’s eyes, forces them 
to slam shut and causes an 
intense burning sensation.  
18 gram unit, 10 one second 
bursts.  Sprays 8-12 feet.   
Jogger
#M80329     $18.95

PepperGard® 
Personal 
Model
Ideal for outdoor  walking,   
running, etc.  Belt clip 
holds unit in place for quick 
access. Velcro attachment 
included.  Features flip-top 
safety cap, finger-grip 
dispenser and key chain. 18 
gram unit sprays  
8-12 feet. Contains 10, 
one second bursts.
PepperGard Personal 
#M80153    $16.95

 

Michigan Approved 
Pocket Model 
#M80175 $14.95

Personal Model
#M80176 $16.95

If you want the combined benefits of Tear 
Gas with OC Pepper, then  Mace® Triple 
ActionTM is your answer.  This product offers 
a potent formula that upon direct contact 
forces the assailants eyes to slam shut 
as he gasps for air and feels an intense 
burning sensation.  Mace® products have 
personified the standards of quality, safety 
and effectiveness for over 35 years, making 
them the most well known name in security.  
Every can is tested at the factory.  They are 
date stamped and marked with a low level 
indicator to assure that you will always have 
adequate protection.  

12

PepperFoamTM

Magnum
The thick foam covers an 
assailant’s face, making it 
difficult to see. When he 
attempts to wipe it away, 
the pepper is forced into 
the skin.  The ultimate  
home or auto protection. 
Features flip-top safety 
cap. 113 grams, sprays 
6-10 feet.
Pepper Foam Magnum 
#M80246  $22.95
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PepperFoamTM

Large Unit
Revolutionary defense 
spray that combines 
10% pepper and foam 
to produce a powerful 
defense during an 
attack.  Convenient size 
for carrying.   Features 
flip-top safety cap.   
67 gram unit sprays  
6-10 feet.
Pepper Foam Large 
#M80245  $19.95

Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state restrictions.   
If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

Mace® Brand Products PepperGard® 
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Pocket 
Model 
Easy aim finger-
grip feature makes 
this model ideal 
for emergency use.  
Compact design 
fits comfortably 
in woman’s hand.  
Features flip-top 
safety cap, finger-
grip dispenser and 
key chain.  11 gram 
stream unit sprays 6-
12 feet. Contains 5, 
one second bursts.

Pocket Model 
#M80141   $15.95

Home 
Model 
High powered 
model is ideal for 
home, dormitories 
and RV’s. Our 
largest unit 
features flip-top 
safety cap. 120 
gram fogger unit 
sprays up to 8 feet. 
Contains 25, one 
second bursts.
Home Model 
#M80196  $24.95

Leather 
Plus 
Model 
Attractive model 
fits easily in 
pocket or purse.  
Features glow-in-
the-dark locking 
safety cap and 
key ring.  11 gram 
stream unit sprays 
up to 10 feet. 
Contains 5, one  
second bursts. 
Leather Plus 
Model 
#M80185  $13.95

Personal 
Model
Ideal for outdoor  
walking, running, 
etc.  Belt clip 
holds unit in 
place for quick 
access.  Velcro-
like attachment, 
and key chain 
included.  Features 
flip-top safety cap.  
18 gram stream 
unit sprays 
8-12 feet. Contains 
10, one second 
bursts.  
Personal Model
#M80136    $17.95

Police 
Model 
Same model used 
by law  enforcement 
personnel.  Ideal 
for auto or home 
use.  Velcro-like 
attachment included. 
Features  flip-top 
safety cap, finger-
grip dispenser, belt 
clip and key chain. 
18 gram stream unit 
sprays 8-12 feet.  10, 
one second bursts.
Police Model 
#M80112  $19.95

Fogger 
Model 
Designed for 
use in home 
or automobile. 
Compact, 
powerful model 
features flip-top 
safety cap. 60 
gram fogger unit 
sprays up to 8 
feet. Contains 15, 
one second bursts.
Fogger Model 
#M80195  $21.95

Some of the products listed on this page are restricted from sale or use in some states.  Please refer to page 31 for state  
restrictions.  If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

MuzzleTM 
Canine 
Repellent 
EPA approved Muzzle provides safe, 
effective and humane protection 
against canine attack.  Ideal 
protection for walkers, joggers, 
cyclists or delivery people. Velcro 
like attachment included. Features flip-
top safety cap, finger-grip dispenser, 
belt clip and key chain. 14 gram stream 
unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 10, 
one second bursts.
Muzzle 
#M80146  $15.95

Bear Repellent
Developed and  tested in the wilds of 
Alaska to bring you the absolute most 
protection from attacking bears.  It is 
environmentally safe, and contains no 
flammable 
or ozone 
depleting 
substances.
Bear  
Repellent  
#PSBEAR   
$39.95

Bear & Animal Repellent  vs. 
Pepper Spray  
Oleoresin Capsicum “OC” is a common ingredient in both 
bear sprays and pepper sprays.  In essence, Bear Spray 
is Pepper Spray.  However, bear spray is rigorously 
tested and EPA approved for outdoor use on bears.  EPA 
approval is required for any OC spray to be labeled as 
“bear spray”.  It does not mean that bear spray is superior 
to other pepper sprays, just that it passed the rigorous  
EPA standards.

Holster For Bear Repellent 
#M80364 $9.99

DOUBLE-ACTIONTM 
Combines  
CS Tear 
Gas and UV Dye.*

 

 

 
*Michigan Approved
Pocket Model 
11 gram stream unit  
sprays 6-12 feet.  
Contains 5, one  
second bursts.
Pocket Model Tear 
#M80169   $15.95

 

Personal Model 
18 gram stream unit  
sprays 8-12 feet.  
Contains 10, one  
second bursts.
Personal Model Tear 
#M80127   $17.95

Make a potential 
attacker run away 
holding their 
ears. 
The Screecher 
air alarm from 
Mace Emits an 
“earpeircing” 
shriek readily 
recognized as 
an emergency 
call for help.  
Convenient 
size for pocket 
or purse.  10 
gram unit 
has push-top 
activator.  
Contains 20 
short blasts.  
Screecher  
#M80145   
$7.95



Find your way in the dark with 
this motion activated light.
This easy to use and easy to install light is  PIR (passive 
infrared) movement activated, and switches itself on as 
you approach, and automatically goes off 15 seconds 
after you leave.  Scans up to 20 feet away.  Daylight 
sensor eliminates unnecessary daylight operation making 
it perfect for outdoor use as well.  Uses 4 AA batteries 
(sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.  
Sensor Light    # M80351  $12.49

Put the 
strength  
of a  
gorilla 
behind  
your door.
The Big Jammer 
Door Brace will 
secure your door 
from the inside... 
to keep the bad 
guys out!  It is 
made of super 
strong 20 gauge 
steel and installs 
instantly.  The Big 
Jammer is ideal 
for your home, 
office, apartment 
or anywhere 
you need the 
added security.  
The end caps 
are removable 
to allow for use 
on sliding glass 
doors.  Clean 
finish makes it 
attractive for 
indoor use.   
Big Jammer            
#M80115  $19.95

Effective Burglary Prevention
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Prevent window 
tampering and glass 
breakage with the 
Window Alert .
The Window Alert protects your windows 
from intruders by sounding a 95 dB alarm 
designed to detect window tampering or 
breakage.  Simple installation to any glass 
surface.  Battery included. 
Window Alert       #M80202    $9.95 

Motion activated alarm and door chime.
Dual purpose  passive infrared alarm detects 
movement in any selected area.  Two modes of 
operation allows it to function as a door chime 
and also a 110 dB alarm.  The door chime is 
useful for alerting you of someone’s presence.  
The alarm’s programmable keypad offers added 
security since you will have control over the 
access code.  Adjustable sensor head rotates so 
you can selectively choose the area covered.  A 
low battery indicator tells you when the battery 
needs to be replaced.  Comes with complete 
mounting kit and instructions.  9 volt battery (sold 
separately).  Batteries on page 30.   
Motion Alert   #M80200  $34.95

Entrance Alert lets you 
know instantly if your 
door is opened. 
The Entrance Alert is a versatile device that 
sounds a 95 dB alarm when anyone opens a 
door or window.  It installs easily onto a door 
or window and provides adequate protection 
from intruders.  The alarm sounds for 45 
seconds and then resets itself.  On/off switch 
allows for use only when necessary.  Ideal 
for doors, windows and even cabinets.  
Battery included.   
Entrance Alert     #M80201  $9.95 

The Window Jammer allows cool air 
in while keeping the bad guys out.
Simply clamp the Window Jammer onto any metal window or 
sliding door track for additional security.  It prevents door or 
window from opening.  You can even use it with your window or 
door slightly open.      Window Jammer      #M80124  $3.95  



High Tech Security Devices
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Tele-Data Guard 
The Tele-Data Guard helps ensure 

the privacy of your telephone 
conversations.  If the green 

L.E.D. goes out during a 
phone conversation, this 

indicates a drop in line voltage 
that which could mean that another 

phone has been picked up on the same 
line, or that an eavesdropping device 

has been activated.  This voltage drop 
can also interfere with fax transmissions 

or credit card transactions.  When the 
L.E.D. goes out, simply press the red 
button and the Tele-Data Guard will 

automatically disconnect all other 
phones/machines on the line.  Connects 

easily to any standard phone line.  No 
batteries or external power source required.   

Tele-Data Guard   #TDG  $15.95

Turn ANY recorder into 
an automatic telephone 
recorder.
Turn any recording 
device into a 
telephone recorder!  
This adapter allows 
you to easily and 
discretely record 
phone conversations, 
using any ordinary 
or voice activated 
recorder with a 
microphone input.  
Since the adaptor 
plugs into any jack 
on the same line, it 
can be concealed 
from the phone and 
user.  Recorder not 
included.   
Telephone 
Recording Adaptor
#TRA $24.95

We have tested many models... this is by far the 
most realistic sounding voice changer. 

This voice changer allows you to change the tone of your voice to a higher or lower pitch.  
The listener then hears a voice much different than your own.  This voice changer is, 

by far, the most realistic sounding voice changer we have found, and the “voice” it 
reproduces does not have a cheap, electronic, or artificial sound to it.  Ideal phone 

identity protection for women or children home alone.  Installs easily in between 
the handset and base of any single line phone.  Requires 3 “AA” batteries (not 

included).  Batteries on page 30.   
      Deluxe Voice Changer   #DTVC  $64.95

Featuring 
the same 
GPS satellite 
tracking 
technology used 
by the United 
States Department of 
Defense...  
TravelEyes2 is an amazing GPS vehicle 
tracking device used for monitoring the travel  
activities of private vehicles.  It automatically records 
travel, mileage, vehicle speed and much more.  It’s easy 
to connect and conceal in any vehicle.  By gathering 
and storing GPS (Global Positioning System) satellite 
signals, the TravelEyes2 will show the exact location 
visited by the vehicle, how long it was there, speeds 
en route and the time the vehicle left each location.  
Whether you’re a business owner, salesperson, or a 
volunteer, TravelEyes2 lets you drive with confidence, 
knowing your travel information is automatically being 
recorded.  It also has a trip planning feature for fast and 
accurate travel directions and map routes.  Additionally, 
when plugged into a laptop, it becomes an onboard 
navigation device in real time, displaying the planned 
destination routes and current location.  The possible 
uses for this handy device are endless! 
  TravelEyes2 #GPSTE2  $399.95



If you have ever struggled with removing lug 
nuts, then the “EZ Lug” is your answer.
This is a quality lug nut removal tool that uses a patented mechanism to easily 
remove lug nuts.  Its universal size allows for use on any size wheel and with a 32:1 
gear reduction ratio, the EZ-Lug will loosen your lug nuts effortlessly.  Includes 
17mm, 19mm, and 22mm sockets with a 3” extension snap on socket and leverage 
extension.  It comes with a compact and durable molded case to store the tool.  
   EZ Lug Wrench   #EZLUG   $59.95
 

Jump start your vehicle, inflate your tires 
and power your lap top with the  
“Jump & Pump”
You can see in the dark with its built in flashlight, and connect your electronics 
to its 12 volt outlet.  The Jump & Pump is a great value because of its 
multiple uses.  If you ever drain your car battery again, you won’t have to 
worry if you own the Jump & Pump.  For inflating tires, you can rely upon 
the 261 psi air compressor to do the job.  The Jump & Pump is rechargeable 
so you can use it again and again to ensure your safety when you travel.   
     Jump & Pump #JP  $99.95

These 
bright little 
L.E.D. lights 
come in a 
rainbow of 
colors!  Great 
for kids, too! 
The LED’s will burn for over 10,000 hours.  Simply press down on the light to ignite the 
super brightness.  Also can be turned to “steady on” at the flick of a switch.  Color matched 
LED bulb and casing in 7 assorted colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and 
black.  Long life lithiumion battery included.  Specify color when ordering.
Key Chain Lights    #KCL001 $4.95 ea.    2 for $4.50 ea.    3 for $3.95 ea.    6 or more $2.95 ea. 
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WHITE: Good for all around uses. 
Everything is viewed in ‘full color’. 
Narrow-angle bulb-incredibly bright 
‘flashlight-style’ beam.

RED: Pilots, Sailors, Fisherman 
and Astronomers-to preserve night 
vision, safety, signaling and map 
reading. International attention color.

BLUE: Tremendously bright, wide-
angle bulb illuminates everything to 
the side as well as forward.

ORANGE: The orange does not 
disturb night vision as much as 
yellow, and illuminates items 
better than red.

PURPLE: Purple bulbs create a 
black-light effect, making lighter 
colors appear bright. Purple bulbs 
do produce some UV light, which 
can be harmful if viewed directly.

YELLOW: Yellow is a traditional 
flashlight beam color, with good 
projection to 20 to 30 feet.

GREEN: Nearly as bright as the 
blue and white, but will run longer 
(up to 20 hours)

Change tires effortlessly 
using the Micro 
Superjack with 
wireless remote.
With one press of a button you can lift 2 tons to change your tire.  Just 
plug it into your 12 volt cigarette lighter and let the jack do all the 
work.  Handy remote key-fob allows for the greatest ease of operation.  
Clearance : 5.5”  Jacking height : 13.5” 

Superjack    #MSJ    $129.95



If you have ever struggled with removing lug 
nuts, then the “EZ Lug” is your answer.
This is a quality lug nut removal tool that uses a patented mechanism to easily 
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17mm, 19mm, and 22mm sockets with a 3” extension snap on socket and leverage 
extension.  It comes with a compact and durable molded case to store the tool.  
   EZ Lug Wrench   #EZLUG   $59.95
 

Jump start your vehicle, inflate your tires 
and power your lap top with the  
“Jump & Pump”
You can see in the dark with its built in flashlight, and connect your electronics 
to its 12 volt outlet.  The Jump & Pump is a great value because of its 
multiple uses.  If you ever drain your car battery again, you won’t have to 
worry if you own the Jump & Pump.  For inflating tires, you can rely upon 
the 261 psi air compressor to do the job.  The Jump & Pump is rechargeable 
so you can use it again and again to ensure your safety when you travel.   
     Jump & Pump #JP  $99.95

These 
bright little 
L.E.D. lights 
come in a 
rainbow of 
colors!  Great 
for kids, too! 
The LED’s will burn for over 10,000 hours.  Simply press down on the light to ignite the 
super brightness.  Also can be turned to “steady on” at the flick of a switch.  Color matched 
LED bulb and casing in 7 assorted colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and 
black.  Long life lithiumion battery included.  Specify color when ordering.
Key Chain Lights    #KCL001 $4.95 ea.    2 for $4.50 ea.    3 for $3.95 ea.    6 or more $2.95 ea. 
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WHITE: Good for all around uses. 
Everything is viewed in ‘full color’. 
Narrow-angle bulb-incredibly bright 
‘flashlight-style’ beam.

RED: Pilots, Sailors, Fisherman 
and Astronomers-to preserve night 
vision, safety, signaling and map 
reading. International attention color.

BLUE: Tremendously bright, wide-
angle bulb illuminates everything to 
the side as well as forward.

ORANGE: The orange does not 
disturb night vision as much as 
yellow, and illuminates items 
better than red.

PURPLE: Purple bulbs create a 
black-light effect, making lighter 
colors appear bright. Purple bulbs 
do produce some UV light, which 
can be harmful if viewed directly.

YELLOW: Yellow is a traditional 
flashlight beam color, with good 
projection to 20 to 30 feet.

GREEN: Nearly as bright as the 
blue and white, but will run longer 
(up to 20 hours)

Change tires effortlessly 
using the Micro 
Superjack with 
wireless remote.
With one press of a button you can lift 2 tons to change your tire.  Just 
plug it into your 12 volt cigarette lighter and let the jack do all the 
work.  Handy remote key-fob allows for the greatest ease of operation.  
Clearance : 5.5”  Jacking height : 13.5” 

Superjack    #MSJ    $129.95

Economy Priced Observation Systems

LOREX - 80GB Single Channel Digital Video Recorder  

Has Audio input for sound recording; Uses digital technology to manage and store video images; High picture quality with 
wavelet compression format; High flexibility; Removable hard drive (IDE ATA66 type); Time lapse and real time recording; 

Continuous/event/scheduling record modes; Quick multiple search 
capabilities; Security password protection; Alarm input/output; RS-232 
port; On-screen display; Real time clock function; Supports NTSC and 
PAL BNC video input/output jacks.     
DXR-1180A   $899.95

LOREX - 20” Real Time Color Quad Observation System with Built-In 1280 
Hour Time Lapse VCR and Multiplexer. 
View up to 4 camera locations in real time at 30 frames per second.  20”  
color monitor in metal cabinet with 4 camera inputs (4DIN, 4 BNC and 4 
audio RCA); Multiplexer feature allows for quad or full screen viewing 
of recorder video; Multiple view options are quad; Sequential with 
adjustable dwell times; Full screen; Picture-in-picture; Zoom and freeze; 
14 selectable recording options; Two way audio; Four recording modes 
are alarm; Panic repeat and timer; On-screen viewing of date; Time and 
camera.  Includes: 20” quad monitor, one or four 1/4” color 
CCD cameras with 3.6mm wide angle lens, remote and 62’ 
connection cable/mounting hardware for each camera.  
 1 Camera System       #SG-20C6141A     $1,599.95

          4 Camera System       #SG-20C6144A  $1,999.95 
          

Four camera shown

Single camera shown

14” B/W 4-Channel Sequential Observation System  
Choose from 1 to 4 weather resistant cameras.  System allows you to view 
up to 4 camera locations sequentially.   Features include: 2-way audio 
communication; Remote control or main panel operation; Video loss triggers 
alarm; On-screen viewing with Date, Time and camera ID; Metal cabinet 
monitor with 4 DIN/4 BNC/4 RCA inputs; 4 alarm inputs/2 alarm outputs; 
450 lines of resolution.  Complete system includes 14” B/W monitor, one 
or four 1/3” CCD PIR motion sensor cameras with 3.6mm lens, remote, 62’ 
connection cables and installation hardware.    
1 Camera System  #SG-14S1041A    $299.95

4 Camera System  #SG-14S1044A    $659.95

LOREX - 17” Real Time B/W Quad Observation 
System with 1 weather resistant camera.
View up to 4 camera locations in real time at 30 frames per second.  Features include:  Dual 
motion sensing alarm function;  Selectable PIP viewing options;  Remote or main panel operation;  
Selectable still frame in quad or full screen;  Video loss detection warning; 2x zoom;  
2-way audio communication;  On-screen viewing of date, time, and camera;  ID 
Metal cabinet monitor with 4 DIN/4 BNC/4 RCA audio inputs; 4 alarm inputs/2 
alarm outputs;  800 lines of resolution.  Complete system includes 17” B/W quad 
monitor, one or four 1/3” CCD PIR motion sensor cameras with 3.6mm lens, 
remote, 62’ connection cables and installation hardware.  
1 Weather Resistant Camera System   #SG-17Q2041A  $699.95

4 Weather Resistant Camera System   #SG-17Q2044A  $999.95

Four camera shown
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Plug & Play Surveillance Systems

This camera is a bright idea!!  Cleverly disguised light 
bulb camera installs instantly with no wiring required!
Intruders will never detect this high-resolution black-and-white camera that looks like an ordinary light 
bulb.  It installs in minutes.  Even better, there are no wires to run, no holes to drill, and no complicated 
tuning or antennas.  This super easy to install security camera sends live, full-motion video through the 
electrical wiring in your home!  Simply screw in the bulb, plug in the decoder at any wall outlet, and 
connect a standard RCA cable to your TV or VCR for instant viewing or recording.  It’s the smart and 
easy way to upgrade video security at your residence, vacation home or office.  The camera features 
an 85-degree wide-angle view and advanced “zero lux” infrared technology for night viewing, even 
in total darkness.  Works with any TV, VCR, or home theater unit using video “line” or “aux” inputs, 
including PIP (picture in picture) systems.  Outdoor model is weatherproof.  Indoor model is a smaller 
size for ceiling fixtures, pole lamps, track lighting, etc.  Complete package includes camera bulb, 
decoder and video cable.  Camera/bulb does not provide a source of light.  
Sea View Surveillance System
#SEAI (indoor model) $179.95

#SEAO (outdoor model) $179.95

Indoor 
model

Decoder unit 
plugs into any 
wall outlet

Outdoor
model

Hailed as a 
breakthrough by 
Popular Science 
and Popular 
Mechanics, and 
demonstrated 
on ABC News 
Good Morning 
America.

The WMS-BW wireless monitoring system is the perfect video monitoring 
solution for homes and small businesses. 

The WMS-BW monitoring system’s wireless technology eliminates the need for expensive electricians 
for installation.  The WMS-BW is ideal for security in homes, restaurants, motel/hotel front desks, 
retail cashier desks, and day cares.  It is also great for monitoring baby, or small children at play 

outside.  The WMS-BW package contains a b/w wireless pan/tilt camera and a 5.5 inch 
compact monitor, plus all necessary mounting hardware. The wireless b/w camera has 
4 selectable transmission channels, transmitting at a 2.4-4835 GHz frequency for solid, 
uninterrupted video transmissions.  It also has 8 built-in infrared LED’s for excellent 
image pick-up (up to six feet) in low-light or dark environments.  Microphone is built-
in.  The camera can transmit up to 100 feet inside a house or building with walls, 
and up to 300 feet in a clear line of sight!  The monitor can accommodate up to 3 
additional cameras (available separately), and has video/audio outputs for connection 
to a recorder or bigger TV screen.  Because it is battery operated and wireless, the 
WMS-BW system is very portable and able to accommodate your changing video 
surveillance needs.  #WMS-BW    $179.00  

NEW 

ITEM         

Compact and lightweight, 4 color 
cameras and a built in DVR with enough 
storage capacity for a full week . Best of 
all, this system allows you to monitor it 
over the internet!
This professional color system is designed for indoor and outdoor use.  The 
four weatherproof high-resolution cameras have infra-red capabilities to 
see images in the dark up to 50‘ away and include built in microphones. 

Within 30 minutes you’ll have an advanced (4-camera) surveillance system 
working for you.  The high-resolution 5.6” built in TFT LCD color monitor has superb 
picture quality.  Four 100-foot cables that run between the cameras to the monitor are 
included.  The quad processor allows you to see all 4 cameras simultaneously on the 
same monitor, and you can also select a rotational mode which allows the picture on 
the monitor to rotate between cameras.  This advanced “all-in-one” 4-camera system 

has video outputs to hook up your household VCR, time lapse VCR or your television.  Kit 
Includes: (4) high-resolution indoor/outdoor color cameras with audio mics and IR (infra-red) 

capabilities, (1) built in four-channel DVR, (4) 100-foot sections of plug & play cable,  (4) camera-
mounting brackets and remote access capability.     #MSP-56MR    $2,499.95
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Counter Surveillance
Sweep a room from outside the door 
with this highly efficient bug detector. 
The Zap 270 is simply the best bug detector available.  It 
scans for high frequency (HF), short wave (SW), VHF, 
UHF and microwave frequencies. The Zap 270 utilizes 
advanced circuitry designed for the cellular phone and 
telecommunications industry.  These components allow the Zap 
270 to detect the very weakest signal down to baseline ambient 
levels of radio frequencies (RF).  With a range of 10 MHz to 4.5 
GHz, the Zap 270 can detect almost any bug or eavesdropping 
device out there.  Advanced features include: Directional 
antenna options, Analog Meter and LED Displays, 
Silent Vibrator and 3 Detection Modes.  In 
Linear Mode, it can be used for far-field 
(beyond 25 feet) detection of high 
frequency transmitting devices.  Mid 
Mode can be used to sort through multiple signal 
sources, and Logarithmic mode 
can detect close in vicinity 
devices.  Requires 2 “AA” 
batteries (not included).  
Batteries on page 30.  
Zap 270 with 
directional antenna 
 
#ZC270     
$359.95

A superb hand meter for detecting 
hidden radio frequency devices.  

This sleek device detects covert cameras and bugs that would 
otherwise go undetected.  A silent vibrator offers a discreet warning 

alert of covert transmissions.  A  cost effective solution for detecting 
and localizing transmissions from computers, PDAs, cell phones and 

games.  Features include: 10 MHz to 4.5GHz; Linear and  
logarithmic detection; Analog and LED displays; 

Adjustable gain; Silent vibrator mode and 
internal antennas.  Full feature at an 
affordable price.  Requires 2 “AA”  

batteries (not included).   
Batteries on page 30.   

Zap180    
#ZC180 $159.95

Solid metal 
construction 

gives this crime 
deterring false security 

camera a realistic look that will 
fool even 

the most 
sophisticated 
criminal.  

This is an actual video camera 
that a has been modified to 

become “dummy”.  When placed 
within your home or business, robbers 

and thieves will think the premises is guarded by a 
high tech surveillance system and go in search of an easier 

target.  A red flashing light on the face of the camera draws attention to 
it  and increases its realism.  Features durable metal housing and can be used both indoors 
and outdoors.  Includes a warning decal which states “Warning:  CCTV”.  Measures 7 1/8  
x 2 1/8 x  2 1/4” (excluding mounting bracket).  Operates on one “C” battery (not included).  
Will operate for longer than six months on one battery.      

Imitation Security Camera #ISCM    $39.95

Deters robbery and 
shoplifting without 
the high cost of a  

real surveillance camera.   
Features a built in motion detector.  It will 
remain still until someone passes by, then the 
‘camera’ will move back and forth and a red 
light will flash.  Designed to fool even the 
most sophisticated criminals.  This is a new 
model.  It has been redesigned to be more 
realistic looking, it uses more batteries for 

longer battery life, an on/off switch has 
been added.   Operates on three “AA” 

batteries.  Batteries on  page 30.  
 Imitation Security Camera 

  #ISC   $14.95



An essential survival kit 
for anyone who loves the 
outdoors!
The Ultimate Survival Deluxe Tool Kit is a 
collection of some of the world’s finest outdoor 
tools.  Whatever you do outside, these premier 
recreational, safety and survival tools can 
simplify your life everyday, and can help save 
your life on the worst days.  Weight 16 oz. (453.6g),  6 1/2” x 3 
7/8” x 1 5/8” (16.5 x 9.8 x 4.1 cm) Included in the deluxe tool kit 
are: Blast Match Fire Starter:  Our revolutionary one-handed, all-
weather, fire starter generates intensely hot sparks three times hotter than a standard match.  Wet Fire Tinder:  Our amazing fire starting tinder 
is non-toxic, odorless, smokeless, and can start a fire even in the driving rain.  Star Flash Signal Mirror:  Our signal mirror is unbreakable, can 
be aimed precisely, floats and can signal for communications up to 100 miles away.  Star Flash is the standard issue signal mirror of the U.S. Air 
Force and other government agencies.  Jet Scream Whistle:  Our whistle is one of the loudest in the world.  Jet Scream’s ear-piercing shriek can 
be heard above most natural or man-made noise.  Saber Cut Saw:  Our flexible hand chain saw is compact, razor sharp, bi-directional, and self-
cleaning.  It can be used for cutting from a variety of angles and places where you have little clearance.  Hard Cache Carrying Case:  Not only 
is the Hard Cache watertight, it is virtually indestructible.  Toss it around, sit on it, or step on it!  
                  Ultimate Survival Deluxe Kit            #USDKIT $79.9520

Slices through hard wood like butter!    
The Saber Cut™ Saw is a hand operated chain saw  
that weighs less than a pound!  The Saber Cut is designed 
to cut through the hardest wood.  With a flexible blade for 
cutting  in places where you have little clearance.  The 24-
inch patented flexible chain saw blade has bi-directional, 
self-cleaning cutting teeth to ensure a smooth, fast action. 
The handle clips are specially designed to allow you to 
hold the saw horizontally when cutting small trees or wood 
oriented vertically.  Cuts directly across the grain.  Blade and 
handle clips:  Black oxide coated steel case.  Weight (saw 
and nylon case): 6 ounces (170.1g)
           Saber Cut Saw    #USSABER   $39.95

The JetScreamTM is 
the ultimate must-

have whistle,  
but your 
dog may 
hate you 
for it! 

 
Hearing is believing!  You don’t need a bulky whistle to make 
a loud blast and this little device proves it!  Survival, Inc.’s 
acoustic experts have designed a unique whistle that focuses 
man-made air streams through harmonically tuned chambers to 
create a piercing shriek that out-screams any other noise.  So 
whether you’re hailing a cab over city traffic or signaling for 
rescue in deep woods, our Jet  Scream Whistle will do the trick.  

Jet Scream Whistle   #USJET $8.95

Closeup of chain

Please specify style of can

The Wall Safe looks 
like any normal 
electrical outlet. 

It contains a compartment for storing 
your valuables.  You can even change 
the face plate to match the decor of 
your home.  Once you’ve stored your 
valuables in the compartment, use 
the key provided to move the metal 
locking bar into position.  Can hide 
items that are up to seven inches in 
length.  
Outlet Safe  
#SAFEWALL  $9.95

Household Can Safes – New Style 
Options Now Available!
Brand name, well-known household products such as Bon Ami, 

Barbasol, JB Oil,  Aqua Net Hairspray and more. These 
diversion safes are indistinguishable from  
the genuine product, and they are even weighted  
to feel full.  Just open and fill.  

 
 

Can 
Diversion Safes 
#SAFEAJAX  $16.95

Diversion Safes are an inexpensive, yet very effective means of keeping 
your valuables protected in the event of a burglary. 
You can store and hide jewelry, watches, money, documents, credit cards, keys, treasured items, family heirlooms or just about anything you want to keep 
hidden from potential theft or privacy invasion.   Burglars, on average, spend less than ten minutes in their victim’s home.  During this short time, it’s safe to 
assume that they are definitely NOT looking in the cupboard, in the flowerpots, under sprinkler heads or amongst cans of soda for your treasures!   Diversion 
safes can range is size from small, like our sprinkler hide-a-key, to large, such as our flowerpot safe.  They can be camouflaged to blend in with your garden, 
like the bunny safe, or hidden in plain sight, like our book safe, on your bookshelf or displayed on a coffee table.  With over 20 different styles to choose 
from, you will surely find one to blend into any possible environment.  
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NEW 

ITEM     Instead of making a sandwich,  
these jar safes make sure your 
valuables are protected. 
Choose from peanut butter or mayonnaise.   
They look so real, we bet you can’t tell the difference!

#SAFEJARMAYO  $14.95

#SAFEJARPB      $14.95

The large 
hidden storage 
compartment 
in this CD safe 
lets you hide just 
about anything. 
Great for home, office, 
travel, school, R.V.’s, boats 
or anywhere you might 
keep CD’s.  Felt lined hidden 
compartment and lid secures your 
valuables.  Attach a CD to the lid for a 
more realistic look.  Oval compartment is 
4.5” X 4” and is 2” deep.  
CD Diversion Safe   #SAFECD    $24.95

New  
SAFEBON

SAFEJBENG SAFELIQUID

New  
SAFEOXI SAFEJBOIL New  

SAFEAQUA

SAFEDES
New  
SAFESTARCH New  

SAFESCOTCH

One of the last places a 
thief would check would 
be the light fixtures…    
Our fluorescent light safe is the perfect 
solution.  It appears to be an ordinary 
fluorescent light, and at 10” x 6” x 3”, 
it will fit almost anywhere under a 
cabinet, or in a closet to 
provide extra lighting.  
The inner compartment 
measures 5 1/2” x 5 1/2” 
x 1 1/2”, providing ample 
storage for jewelry, cash or 
other valuables.  Requires 
4 ‘C’ batteries.  Batteries  
on page 30. 
Fluorescent Light Diversion Safe   
#SAFELIGHT   $21.95

SAFEBARB

NEW 

ITEM      
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SAFEBARB

NEW 
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Fool Fido and would be 
thieves!
This can of Kibbles ‘n Bits claims to contain 
tender slices with real beef and vegetables in 
gravy, but instead you’ll find a compartment 
ready to hide anything you choose.   
Size 5” x 3 ½”   #SAFEKIB  $16.95

22
Choose from 6 different styles

Sprinkler Key Hider 
Diversion Safe  
This is an actual sprinkler system head which has 
been converted into a key hider.  The sprinkler 
blends so well into your yard or garden that no 
one would ever think that you had a spare key 
hidden inside.  You will never have to worry about 
being locked out again.  Only you and your family 
members will know the secret location where the 
key is hidden.     #SAFESPRINK    $10.95

NEW 

ITEM     

NEW 

ITEM    

NEW 

ITEM      

NEW 
ITEM     

Burn this candle up to 4 hours  
and keep your valuables  

safely hidden.  A real burning candle manufactured with  
 a metal container inside.  Candles are 

great decorations and can be placed just 
about anywhere. The soft colors allow 
this secret hidden compartment safe to 
blend right in to your current decor.  

The bottom of the 
candle contains a 
hidden seal that 
you remove to 

put valuables 
inside, then 
simply put it 
back in place 

and set the 
candle out where 

it would look best.  Size 4” x 
5 1/2” pillar candle.  Premium fossil 

finish-100% vegetable candle wax.  Metal container with threaded insert, hidden 
inside candle.  Secret Compartment size: 3.75” x 2.5”.  Weight: 2lb.   
Specify Green or Burgundy.    #SAFECANBUR   $24.95 

   #SAFECANGN     $24.95   

At over 10” tall and 2.75” in 
diameter the Big Puncture Safe  

is well.... BIG! 
Identical to the real thing right down to the “easy 
to use” applicator hose…  It won’t fill up your 

tires, but it will effectively hide your valuables 
in its secret compartment.  During the short time 
a burglar usually spends in a victim’s home, 
it’s safe to assume that they’re definitely NOT 

looking in the garage, cupboards 
or trunk of your car for your really 
BIG treasures!    
   #SAFEBIG   $18.95

SAFEFRUIT
SAFEDPSAFE7UP

SAFERC
SAFEAWROOT

SAFEDIETRT

These soda’s won’t quench your thirst, but will quench a thief’s ability 
to find your most cherished treasures.    
Safely stash away anything you choose by twisting open the top of the can to reveal the secret compartment.  These cans 
are indistinguishable from the genuine product and even weighted to feel full.                  
Soda Can Safes   #SAFE7UP   $14.95

NEW 

ITEM    

Pop the top of this can of Jolly 
Time Popcorn to find its secret 
hiding compartment.
As they say at Jolly Time, “Everyone can use a little 
poppin’ fun!”  It’s especially true when you can fool a 
thief with this popcorn can diversion safe.    
Size:  4 ½” x 2 ½”       #SAFEJOLLY   $16.95
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Soda Can Safes   #SAFE7UP   $14.95

NEW 

ITEM    

Pop the top of this can of Jolly 
Time Popcorn to find its secret 
hiding compartment.
As they say at Jolly Time, “Everyone can use a little 
poppin’ fun!”  It’s especially true when you can fool a 
thief with this popcorn can diversion safe.    
Size:  4 ½” x 2 ½”       #SAFEJOLLY   $16.95
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Thermometer Key Safe  
Are you looking for a secret hiding place for 
your spare house key, away from the usual 
“under the door mat” or “under the flower pot?”  
Our safe thermometer is the perfect place!  
It is an actual working thermometer 
that has a secret compartment big 
enough to hold six keys!  You 
will never have to worry about 
locking yourself out of the 
house again, and a potential 
burglar would never think of 
a thermometer as an obvious 
place to look for a key!  
Size: 2” x 6.5” x 1”       
#SAFETHERM    
$12.95

NEW 

ITEM
Don’t hide your key under rock, hide your 
key IN a rock! 
Face it, no matter how well 

organized you are, 
there will come 
a day when find 
yourself in the 

uncomfortable 
position of being 
locked out.  Be prepared and avoid this dilemma by 
keeping a spare key hidden in our stone diversion safe.  It looks like 
an ordinary rock but allows you to safely hide several keys inside of it.    
Stone Safe    #SAFESTONE    $8.95

Looking for some salt  
to throw over your shoulder  
for good luck?  
 You won’t find it in our saltshaker!!!  What you will find are 
some valuables (jewelry, money, etc) that you’ve cleverly hidden 
inside to foil the burglar who is inside your home, searching for 
goodies to take.  Like all of our diversion safes, this 
saltshaker is indistinguishable from the genuine 
product.  The thief who is in a hurry to “grab and 
run” will certainly never to think to check  
the saltshaker. 
#SAFESALT    
$10.95 Book Safes

These are actual hardcover books licensed by the publishers, with the only 
difference being a center compartment cleverly created to conceal  
your valuables.  Titles are chosen at random.   
Storage compartment size:  7” x 4” x 1-1/2”      #SAFEBK    $19.95

The Flower Pot Safe... 
Keep money, credit cards, jewelry and important papers out of sight while 

decorating with a beautiful potted or artificial plant.  
Flower Pot Safes make ideal gifts for family 

and friends.  Water tray 
unscrews revealing 

the secret 
compartment, 
specially 
designed to 
keep out dirt 
and moisture.  
Assorted 

colors, 
container size 

approximately  
16 oz.  

Flower Pot Safe     
   #SAFEPOT  $29.95

This bunny will make a nice addition  
to your lawn or garden.   

You will never have to worry about being locked out 
again.  Only you and your family members will 
know the secret location where the key is hidden.  
Although it’s designed for use outdoors to hide  
keys, it can also be used within the home to hide 

small valuables.  Size 5” tall.   
Compartment size 1.25” x 1.25” x 2”   
  #SAFEBUN  $8.95



Spy Sunglasses  
Wearing these sporty sunglasses is like 

having eyes in the back of your 
head.  They allow you to 

discreetly see what’s 
going on behind you 
while looking straight 
ahead, so you’ll never 

need to turn around 
to see if someone is 

following you.  Features 
lightweight plastic frames for 

comfort and portability. 
Spy Sunglasses    #SG   $8.95

Deluxe Spy Sunglasses 
These are the perfect glasses for those aspiring to 
be the next James Bond.  These cool 
looking shades allow you to look 
straight ahead and see what’s 
going on behind you. With 
these glasses you can discreetly 
watch someone or see if you are 
being followed without having 
to turn around.  Features high 
quality metal frames and includes 
a carrying case.   
Deluxe Spy Sunglasses   #SGD    $29.95

This multi-use, six-function, flashing safety light is one of 
the best safety items you can own. 
Absolutely perfect while running, walking, skiing, camping, emergencies, for a baby stroller, 

attaching to your children’s backpack etc.  You can adjust the 
settings to steady, two rates of flashing and three kinds of running 
light.  Includes a bicycle mount bracket, arm strap and belt clip.  The 
super bright LED has a visibility of up to 2,500 feet.  Lightweight 
and water resistant.   
Uses 2 AA batteries (batteries included)   

Laser Safety Light    #LSL  $9.9524

NEW 

ITEM

Check out this new rugged watch from Smith & Wesson.   
Smith and Wesson has been a trusted name in security for over 30 years.  Now you can 
get the same high quality craftsmanship in this unique carabiner digital watch.  Great 
for clipping onto your backpack, purse, ski jacket, jogging suit or taking on trips.  This 
handy little item makes a great traveling companion due to its built in alarm to act as your 
morning wake up call.  Rest assured that you’ll keep accurate time and feel more confident 
carrying this finely crafted item with you, and the low price makes it affordable for anyone.  
A great gift idea!   • Plastic case  • 3 year warranty • Lithium battery.   
Choose from silver, red, blue and gray.     Carabiner Watch    #CW     $16.95

In the tradition of spy technology, this disguised protection 
device provides you with the element of surprise, which will give 

you an edge over an attacker that could save your life.    
Contained within what looks like a standard cell phone is a powerful 80,000 volt stun gun and ear piercing 120 

dB personal alarm, which gives you two levels of defense.  At the first sign of danger you can activate the alarm 
alerting others that you need help.  The noise alone may potentially scare off the attacker, but if that is not 
enough you can use the stun gun.  To prevent accidental discharge there is a safety switch mechanism, and the 
wrist strap is attached to a disable pin that will prevent the stun gun from working in the event that it is taken 

away from you.  It does not function as a cell phone, but that’s okay because you won’t need to call for help 
with this by your side!  Includes a holster with a belt loop (the alarm and stun gun can be activated inside 
or outside the holster). Requires one 9 volt battery.  Batteries on page 30.           
Cell Phone Stun Gun     #SGCELL    $79.95

Stun  
Contacts

Alert other motorists to your vehicle if you have a  
highway emergency.
This Safety Light is a great addition to your vehicle’s glove 
compartment.  It has 18 super bright LED’s that can be seen for over a 
mile, and you can choose between flashing light or steady light. You can 
attach it to your vehicle with the built in magnet or set it up on the road 
with the attached road stand.  It is weather resistant and will run for 24 
hours on 4 AA alkaline batteries (sold separately).  Batteries on page 30.       
  Highway Safety Light        #HSL    $14.95 In the “ON” position it can  

be seen up to a mile away.
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4’ Edge Cushion 
single #M00304  $4.99

Cabinet Locks 
A portable device to keep 
children out of cabinets and 
drawers.  
2 pk   #M00702  $3.95

Door Latch 
Keeps doors secured. 
Overhead design is out          
of children’s reach.  
#M002001 $3.49

Cabinet Latches
Designed to keep curious 
children from opening 
cabinets and drawers. 
3 pk #M00103  $1.79 
7 pk #M00107  $2.79

Corner Cushions 
Soft transparent material 
helps to prevent injury to 
children. 
4 pk #M00204    $2.29 

Outlet Plugs 
Prevents children from 
putting fingers or sharp 
objects into outlets. 
12  #M00412  $1.99 
24  #M00424  $3.49

Twist-plug Outlet 
“Springback” system allows 
plate to cover outlet once you 
remove plug.  
#M01501 $4.49

Cord Shortener 
Helps to prevent children 
from playing with or 
tripping over excess cord.
#M00901 $3.79 

Doorknob Guard 
Helps to prevent access to 
unauthorized areas of the 
home.
 2 pk #M00602  $3.99

KinderGard® Child Protection

Sampler Kit
Features 12  best selling products: 
Cabinet Latches, Cabinet Locks, 
Corner Cushions, Door Knob 
Guards, Outlet Plugs, and a Free 
Child Safety Guide.
#M00512   $9.99
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Guard your children with The Official 
Security Plus® Child Protection Kit.  
Keep all of your children’s vital information, up-to-date photos, fingerprints, dental records, and hair samples in 
one convenient place.... It may save a child’s life!  Having a child abducted is a parent’s biggest fear, as no parent 
wants to imagine this happening.  Police will tell you that the first 48 hours are the most critical when it comes to 
missing children.  For some added insurance and protection, consider getting The Official Child Protection Kit by 
Security Plus®.  This kit contains complete forms and documentation that police can use to identify a missing child.  
Complete with enough materials for 2 children, including: (2) official child identification forms, (2) inkless finger-
printing kits, (2) poly bags (labeled) to safely store hair samples, (2) poly bags to store dental records and (2) poly bags 
to keep photographs of your children.  Includes a Free Child Safety booklet.    

Child Protection Kit #CPK   $14.95

Kid Messenger Child Monitor.  
If you have ever experienced the feeling of losing your child in a crowded place, then you’ll know the value of this device.  The Kid 
Messenger uses advanced technology to alert you if your child wanders away.  You simply attach the child’s unit to his or her clothing 
and clip the parent’s unit to your clothes.  Should your child stray more than 15 feet, the Kid Messenger will alert you with a gentle 
beep. Once your child returns within 10 feet, your unit will stop beeping and automatically reset.  While in a safe 
environment, your child can be allowed to wander by pushing a mute button on top of the parent’s unit.  Both 
the child and parent units are small and unobtrusive, and each come with rechargeable batteries.  Parents 
with multiple children can use several Kid Messengers at the same time.  Each set has an individual code 
allowing up to twenty Kid Messengers to be used within a 15 foot radius without interfering each other.  
Includes re-charging unit.  Size (child) 2”x1”  (parent) 2-1/2”x2”x1”   
      Kid Messenger    #KM  $29.95



Any outdoor enthusiast will love this 
compact emergency flashlight that 
works without batteries.  
The Nightstar CS flashlight is the world’s first COMPACT, 
magnetic LED flashlight.  The compact version of the Nightstar 
Flashlight, the Nightstar CS shares all the same qualities of its 
predecessor... plus, it easily fits into any car storage compartment, 
tackle box or emergency kit.  With the detachable lanyard end cap, 
Nighstar CS can slide into any tool belt or vest pocket.  The CS 
floats, and has a non-clogging rotary switch that will work even 
when covered with mud. 5-year manufacturer warranty.  
Size 5.4oz / 150 grams / 7” (17.8 cm)     #FLNIGHTCS    $32.95

Imitation Auto Alarm Light  
and Sticker 
This device can protect your vehicle from potential thieves.  
The bright flashing LED lights simulate the lights used 
in expensive car alarm systems.  Causes thieves to pass 
by your car in search of an easier target.  No installation 
required - wireless.  Includes two alarm warning decals.  
Requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included).  Size: 3 1/2” x 
1 1/2” x 3/8”.  Batteries on page 30. 
Imitation Auto Alarm Light    
# IAAL   $7.95 

If you are looking for the perfect 
emergency flashlight that never 
requires batteries then this is it. 
The Nightstar Flashlight is the world’s first magnetic LED 
flashlight.  Just shake the flashlight for 90 seconds, and get more 
than 20 minutes of light from the brilliant, high brightness LED.  
This waterproof, chemical resistant, shockproof flashlight is 
perfect for emergencies and natural disasters.  In total darkness, the 
NightStar illuminates a 12-foot diameter area from a distance of 50 
feet. 5-year manufacturer warranty.  Size 11oz / 308 grams / 10” 
(25.4 cm)  #FLNIGHT    $39.95

NEW 

ITEM         
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Do not drive without 
this safety necessity!  
The Survival Hammer is shown here with 
the car mounting bracket (included).  When a car 
accident leaves your seat belt buckles, doors or windows 
jammed, the Survival Hammer provides a quick escape.  
Hammer end consists of precision steel, double-sided tips that 
will shatter glass in seconds, and a razor-sharp blade that will 
easily cut through your seat belt.  An automotive necessity, 
especially for the heavy traveler.    
Survival Hammer  #SH   $15.95 

Seat belt release cutting knife with cover to 
protect from accidental injury.

Mounting bracket 
mounts easily to inside 

of car.

Heavy hardened steel hammer  
ensures your escape.

NEW 

ITEM         
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10 Person Office Kit
Includes:  First Aid Ointment (15 pks), Alcohol Prep Pads (15), 3” x 3/4” Bandage Strips (15), 
Knuckle Bandages (4), 4-1/2” x 2” Bandages (4), 3” x 3” Gauze Pads (5), Elastic Bandage (1), 
Finger Splints (2), Adhesive Tape (2rls), Ammonia Inhalants (10), Tylenol (10pks), Antacid 
(10pks).  Size: 8”x5”x3
Office First Aid Kit   #FAOK    $24.95
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First Aid Kit with all the essentials  
Our Safety First Aid kit is perfect for  the minor injuries  you can get around  the home  

or on the road.  The Safety First Aid Kit includes: 3” x 3/4” Adhesive Bandage 
Strips (5), Knuckle Bandage (2), 4” x 2” Large Adhesive Bandage (1), 
Antiseptic Wipe (1),  Auto Distress Flag (1), Triple Antibiotic Cream (2 
packs), Safety Gloves (1 Pair), Safety Road FlareTM (1), First Aid Instruction 

Card (1), Cold Compress (1) and Unique Soft Vinyl Case.  
Basic First Aid Kit   #FAK   $9.95

Camp and Trail First Aid Kit  
If you have an adventurer in your home then they need our Camp and Trail First 
Aid Kit.  It has the essentials for sudden emergencies that could occur while out 
scouting new terrain or wilderness.  Kit includes: First Aid Instruction Card, 
Instant Cold Pack (1) , Latex Safety Gloves (1),  3” x 3” Gauze Pads (2), 
Tweezers (1), Antiseptic Wipes (5), Adhesive Tape (1 roll), Finger Splints (2), 
Knuckle bandages (2), Eye Pad (1), Conforming Roll (1), Wire Scissors (1), 
Triple Anti-Biotic Ointment (3 Packets), 3/8” x 1-3/4” Bandage Strips (5), 2” 
x 4-1/2” Bandage Strips (2),  3/4” x 3” Bandage Strips (5), Cotton Tipped 
Applicators (1 pack of 2), Iodine Swab Stick (1),  Moist Towelettes (2), 
Insect Relief Pads (2), Fire Starters (1 Package).  Size: 9” x 6-1/2” x 2-1/4” 

 Camp & Trail Kit   
 #FACAMP   $15.95

Convenient Auto Safety Kit   
Our auto safety pak has everything you might need for a roadside emergency.  From road 

flares to band aids this kit is a must have for the road warrior.  Includes: Road flare with matches 
(1), Auto Distress Flag (1), Mouth Rescue Breather (1), Safety Gloves (1pr), 1-3/4” x 3/8” 
Bandage Strips (10), 3” x 3/4”Bandage Strips (10), 2” x 3” Sterile Gauze Pads (2), 3” x 3” 

Sterile Gauze Pads (2), Adhesive Tape (1rl), Finger Splints (2), Antiseptic Wipes (6), Alcohol 
Prep Pads (6), Cotton Balls (1 pk), First Aid Ointment (3 pks), Ammonia Inhalant (1), Moist 
Towelettes (3), First Aid Instruction Card and Unique Soft-Pack Case.  Size: 8-1/2” x 5-1/2”
Auto First Aid Kit      
#FAAK  $15.95

Deluxe Home First Aid Kit   
All the first aid supplies you need in a convenient easy to carry &durable nylon soft case.  
Kit includes: First Aid Instruction Card, Instant Cold Pack (1), Latex Safety Gloves (1),  3” x 
3” Gauze Pads (2), Tweezers (1), Antiseptic Wipes (5), Adhesive Tape (1 roll), Finger Splints 
(2), Knuckle bandages (2), Eye Pad (1), Conforming Roll (1), Wire Scissors (1), Triple Anti-
Biotic Ointment (3 Packets), 3/8” x 1-3/4”Bandage Strips (5), 2” x 4-1/2” Bandage Strips 
(2), 3/4” x 3” Bandage Strips (5), Cotton Tipped Applicators (1 pack of 2), Iodine Swab 
Stick (1),  Moist Towelettes (2), Insect Relief Pads (2).  Size: 9” x 6-1/2” x 2-1/4” 

Deluxe Home Kit    #FAKHSP  $19.95



Protect your head and face in case of fire or 
poison gas exposure.
This gas mask provides you full protection from being attacked by poisonous 
gases if a life threatening emergency happens in a hotel, office building, 
department store, industrial area, public area, home, etc.  In addition, the heat 
resistance hood also can protect your head from hot burn during fire escape, 
especially in high-rise office and apartment buildings.  Protection time: More 
than 30 minutes.  Shelf life of filter cartridge is 5 years.  Protection from: carbon 
monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, poisonous smoke, fog, tear gas and hot radiation.  
The Fire Escape Mask comes in a sealed, air-tight bag.        
Fire Escape Mask      
#GMFE $69.95
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All purpose fire 
extinguisher is 
low on price but  
priceless when it 
comes to being 
prepared.
Let’s face it, not having something
when you need it is not a scenario 
we like to encounter.  This all purpose 
Fire Extinguisher will help you be  more 
prepared for some of life’s emergencies.  It 
contains 16 ounces multi-purpose safety aid 
for kitchen, garage, workshop and auto use.  
Effective against: wood fires, paper, liquids 
and grease.  Environmentally safe, non-toxic 
foam, safety spray nozzle.   
Size:  2-1/2” x 10”  
Safety Fire Extinguisher      
#FE   $14.95 

The ultimate all-weather fire starting tool.   
The patented Strike Force® is an exceptional all-weather fire starting system.  In 
this compact durable package is a special alloy flint bar, hardened steel striker and 
revolutionary Wet Fire Tinder.  Scraping the striker down the flint generates a spark 
three times as hot as a standard match to easily ignite any dry, combustible material 
(a.k.a. tinder).  Or, use the included Wet Fire Tinder which burns at more than 1300 
degrees:  It’s non-toxic, odorless, and smokeless, and actually burns longer when wet!  
When conditions are at their worst you can count on Strike Force to make a warming 
fire.  It also is a safe and easy lighter for backpacker stoves or barbecues and it weighs 
less than four ounces.  This is an essential tool which should be in the pocket of 
everyone who does anything outside.  5 inches (12.7 cm), 3.7 ounces (104.9g), Black 
or Orange color, 0.5 inch (1.3 cm) diameter flint bar embedded in ABS case.  Includes 
Wet Fire Tinder is trade secret material.  Made in the U.S.A.    
Strike Force Fire Starter    #USSTRIKE $16.95

 

NEW Tree ShieldTM 
is highly effective at 
resisting Christmas 
tree fires!
When properly applied, Tree ShieldTM 
will offer fire resistant protection for 
a 7’ tree.   It is safe and easy to use.  
When applied to the tree, it dries clear 
and odorless.  Each year, there are 
countless deaths and over $15 million 
in damages from Christmas tree fires, 
but with Tree ShieldTM  you’ll virtually 
eliminate the risk of this happening 
to you.  This product is approved in 
New York City and California, where 
the two toughest fire codes in the 
nation exist.   
Size:  2” x 10”
Tree Shield          
#TS   $13.95 Some of the products listed on this page  

are restricted from sale or use in some states.  
If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to  
sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

Shown with
included holster 

Double Lock 
Handcuffs  

An effective way for restraining anyone 
who poses a potential threat without 

causing any physical harm to the person.  
Solid steel with black or nickel plated  
finish.  Please specify silver or black. 

#HANDB $24.95 

#HANDS $24.95

Hinged Handcuffs
Heavy duty hinges further restrict hand and arm movement and keep the 
hands closer together compared to our standard handcuffs.  Double lock, 
solid steel with a semi-polished silver finish.  Like all of our cuffs, keys are 

included.        #HANDH      $24.95
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Expandable Batons

Handcuffs

A great self defense weapon!   
These high quality solid batons are used by police and 
security guards around the world.  They  expand to 
either 16, 21 or 26 inches with just a flick of the 
wrist.  Each baton comes with a foam covered 
handle for easy gripping and a FREE heavy-
duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If you 
are looking for effective self-defense 
with extra reach, the expandable steel 
baton could be your answer.
 #ESB16  $28.95 
 #ESB21  $34.95

 #ESB26  $39.95 

Thumb Cuffs 
More compact and portable 

than regular handcuffs, these 
thumb cuffs will provide 
effective restraint when 
needed.  Solid steel with nickel 

plate finish.       #THUMB    $9.95

Leg Cuffs 
Lock onto the ankles 

to restrict leg movement.  
Designed to fit any size leg, with 16 

inches of kick proof welded chains.  Like 
all of our cuffs, the double lock safety 
feature prevents the cuffs from tightening 
further once locked into position.  Solid 
steel with a nickel plate finish.  

#LEG    $28.95

7”Expands to 17”

Collapsed size 7” 
Expands to 16”

Collapsed size 8.25” 
Expands to 21”

Collapsed size 10” 
Expands to 26”

Nylon holster for our double lock 
and hinged handcuffs.  
Double stitched belt loop, velcro closure. 
  #HOLHC    $4.95

Spring Baton 
Our Telescopic “Spring” Baton uses a heavy duty spring for its 
construction.  As you expand the spring baton with the flick of your 
wrist, you’ll notice the high tensity spring giving it a rigid  
feel, yet flexible.          #ESB17  $24.95  



Some of the products listed on this page  
are restricted from sale or use in some states.  
If your state has restrictions, we will not be able to  
sell you any defense product other than what your state allows.

Shown with
included holster 

Double Lock 
Handcuffs  

An effective way for restraining anyone 
who poses a potential threat without 

causing any physical harm to the person.  
Solid steel with black or nickel plated  
finish.  Please specify silver or black. 

#HANDB $24.95 

#HANDS $24.95

Hinged Handcuffs
Heavy duty hinges further restrict hand and arm movement and keep the 
hands closer together compared to our standard handcuffs.  Double lock, 
solid steel with a semi-polished silver finish.  Like all of our cuffs, keys are 

included.        #HANDH      $24.95
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Expandable Batons

Handcuffs

A great self defense weapon!   
These high quality solid batons are used by police and 
security guards around the world.  They  expand to 
either 16, 21 or 26 inches with just a flick of the 
wrist.  Each baton comes with a foam covered 
handle for easy gripping and a FREE heavy-
duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If you 
are looking for effective self-defense 
with extra reach, the expandable steel 
baton could be your answer.
 #ESB16  $28.95 
 #ESB21  $34.95

 #ESB26  $39.95 

Thumb Cuffs 
More compact and portable 

than regular handcuffs, these 
thumb cuffs will provide 
effective restraint when 
needed.  Solid steel with nickel 

plate finish.       #THUMB    $9.95

Leg Cuffs 
Lock onto the ankles 

to restrict leg movement.  
Designed to fit any size leg, with 16 

inches of kick proof welded chains.  Like 
all of our cuffs, the double lock safety 
feature prevents the cuffs from tightening 
further once locked into position.  Solid 
steel with a nickel plate finish.  

#LEG    $28.95

7”Expands to 17”

Collapsed size 7” 
Expands to 16”

Collapsed size 8.25” 
Expands to 21”

Collapsed size 10” 
Expands to 26”

Nylon holster for our double lock 
and hinged handcuffs.  
Double stitched belt loop, velcro closure. 
  #HOLHC    $4.95

Spring Baton 
Our Telescopic “Spring” Baton uses a heavy duty spring for its 
construction.  As you expand the spring baton with the flick of your 
wrist, you’ll notice the high tensity spring giving it a rigid  
feel, yet flexible.          #ESB17  $24.95  



Handy belt-
clip attaches to 

belt,  sweat pants, 
purse, jeans, etc.  

Defense & Pepper Spray Training 
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Achieve greatly improved self-confidence and 
enhanced peace of mind!  
The Brave Way Program teaches personal 
security, self-defense and rape prevention 
techniques.  You’ll become armed with 
the best protection for yourself and your 
loved ones.  This is NOT a Martial Art 
system, and NO previous self defense 
training is required to master the moves 
taught.  The techniques are easy to learn 
and extremely effective.  These instinctive 
principles do not require constant practice 
or years of training to use.  They work 

regardless of your size, strength, speed or skill.  The  course includes a combination 
of lecture, demonstration and instruction.  You’ll learn defense against armed and 
unarmed attackers, standing and ground techniques, single and multiple attackers and 
rape prevention.  Upon completion of the program, you’ll possess the confidence and 
techniques necessary to help defend yourself and others.       
Brave Way Training Video VHS   #VIDBV  $29.95     DVD  #VIDBD   $29.95

One of our most popular and widely used stun devices.  
It provides 65,000 volts to defend you against any assailant.  Yet it is so small, compact and 
lightweight, it fits easily into your purse or clips to your belt. You’ll never have to worry 
about your personal safety when you have this readily accessible personal defender with 
you.  It offers the protection you need, whenever you need it.  At our low price, it’s an 
outstanding value.  Requires one 9 volt battery.  Size:  4” x 2-1/8” x 1” 

Pocket Guard Mini Stun Gun       #SG65    $19.95 

Mark your personal property discreetly with 
our Invisible Ink I.D. Pen & UV Light. 
This pen allows police to detect, identify and return stolen property fast in the 
event of a burglary.  You simply mark your valuables with your name and phone 
number.  This pen will mark all surfaces including glass, paper, wood, plastic and 
cloth with permanent, invisible ink.  Under ultraviolet light the marks become 
clearly visible to police, detectives, and pawn shop owners.  One pen will mark 
over 1,200 valuables.  Can also be used to write personal 
messages that will only be readable under a UV light.    
Invisible Ink Pen  & UV  Light     
#IDPEN    $9.95

   

Learn the most effective 
way to use your defense 
spray...
This handbook contains essential tactics 
and techniques that you’ll want and need 
out on the streets.  It teaches how to choose, 

carry and shoot 
your spray, what to 
do about multiple 
assailants, date 
rape protection and 
much, much more.   
Tactical Use 
Booklet  
#LITTU $6.95

Batteries 
We recommend high quality 9 volt alkaline batteries for your stun device.  If you want the 
best batteries available, we have a good supply of them in stock.  You can also get your AA 
and AAA batteries here.  
        9 volt Energizer battery #BAT9V $2.95

        AA batteries (4 pack) #BATTAA $3.39

        AAA batteries (4 pack) #BATTAAA  $3.19








